Collins raps growth, costs of committees

In a meeting in the Edwardsville public library, Edwardsville Alderman Mike Collins, Jr., made his concerns known about the growth and costs of the village’s various commissions and boards.

"I think it's important to control the number of these boards and commissions," Collins said. "They're costly and time-consuming. We need to look at what services these groups are providing and how we can make them more efficient."
Police investigate robberies in city

**CARTHAGE CLASS & MIRROR CO.**

Rotary Club

**Sale**

Cut heating bills and save money while increasing the value of your home.

Storm Windows from **$99** installed

Storm Doors from **$99** installed

Vinyl Siding-1200 sq. ft. enough to cover an average 3-bedroom home for **$1995**. Completely installed and guaranteed 40 years.

5 days only

Call Quality Builders

Phone 752-2200

Longview, Texas

**FIRST STATE BANK & TRUST COMPANY**

Certificate of Deposit

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, DECEMBER 11, 1980

RESOURCES

Cash & Demand $13,000,000.00
Credit Card $1,000,000.00
Credit Card Line $1,000,000.00
Savings $1,000,000.00
Time Deposits $1,000,000.00

LIABILITIES

Demand Deposits $11,000,000.00
Certificate of Deposit $1,000,000.00
Savings Deposits $1,000,000.00
Time Deposits $1,000,000.00

**Know Your Heritage**

Richard L. Ledbetter

**Architect is selected**

Area groups observe Arbor Day

451 accidents reported

Sen. Blake appointed committee chairman

Lignite pact is signed

Scudder’s recognition banquet set Jan. 29
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Unity needed for the nation

Worse than house hunting

INAUGURATION DAY

We'd like to extend our hearty congratulations to our newly elected President and Vice President, Ronald Reagan and George Bush. This Inauguration Day, we look upon their goals as American goals...and as the beginning of a strong era in American leadership. They will undertake the task of guiding this nation ahead, meeting tremendous challenges in the process, and facing prodigies of decisions that will effect each and every one of us, as Americans. We pledge our loyalty and support with continuous optimism and faith in their dedicated efforts towards lasting success.

Olin & Dorothy Joffrin

Marshall's World

If anyone is in the world that had two children, it was President Nixon. Of course, he's had some help from friends in the Roman Catholic Church and from the Republican party, who have always been there. But he's done it on his own, you know.

Let's hope for a better future, with less dependence on oil. It's time for new ideas, new solutions, and new initiatives. Let's work towards a more sustainable future, with cleaner and more efficient energy sources.
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Editorials ★ Columns ★ Opinions

Six years in the White House?

President Carter is greeted by 1,000 former employees of the White House as he heads for the airport for his last journey home after serving six years in the White House. The President, who leaves office on January 20, 1981, has been associated with the White House Administration for 20 years.\n
Sensing the News

People need view of task

As the new year begins, the President will face a series of challenges that will test his leadership and judgment. These challenges include the ongoing negotiations with the Soviet Union, the situation in the Middle East, and the economy at home. The President will need to take a clear and consistent view of these issues and work to achieve his goals.\n
Unity needed for the nation

On Tuesday, the United States will commemorate its first national holiday for the new president. The holiday, called Presidential Day, is a time for Americans to come together and celebrate the new president's inauguration. It is a time for unity and a time to remember the importance of our democracy.\n
Worse than house hunting

 Marshall’s World

Olin & Dorothy Joffrin

INAGURATION DAY

We’d like to extend our hearty congratulations to our newly elected President and Vice-President, Ronald Reagan and George Bush. This Inauguration Day, we look upon their goals as American goals...and as the beginning of a strong era in American leadership. They will undertake the task of guiding this nation ahead, meeting tremendous challenges in the process, and facing prodigious decisions that will affect each and every one of us, as Americans. We pledge our loyalty and support with continuous optimism and faith in their dedicated efforts towards lasting success.

The Panola Watchman

Olin Joffrin

Statement of Condition

At the close of business on December 31, 1980

Panola County Oil & Gas Report

A publication of the Panola County Oil & Gas Report, a monthly newsletter covering the oil and gas industry in Panola County, Texas. The report includes news, updates, and analysis on the oil and gas market, including production data, prices, and trends.
Proposed Raider move may hurt

River-rafting will dampen the spirit

Carthage bowling leagues

Largemouth bass is welcome sight

Crawfish make tasty snacks
Adams announces plans
Head of Tatum schools to retire

The Texas Eagle will visit
Tatum October 29

The Tatum Eagle will visit Tatum this Wednesday night, Oct. 29, to record a farewell message for the Paper's 1964 graduating class.

Ed R., who is retiring as head of the Tatum schools, is preparing to leave the school district after 30 years of service. A farewell message will be recorded for the Paper's 1964 graduating class.

Adams also plans to visit the school district for a farewell message.

Nomination form
Citizen of the Year

Budget adjustments top SFA agenda

This new equipment will enable us to do all types of brake work expertly and efficiently. Shown at the Amaco Brake Lathe is Paul Jones, mechanic at Reeder's. In addition, Reeder's has a computer that diagnoses the exact needs for a tuneup.

Other Services include:
- Repair/Installs
- Repairing and Replacing
- Complete Engine Overhaul
- Rebuilding/Reconditioning Service
- Complete Motor Overhauls

All work guaranteed for 4,000 miles or 90 days.

Hand Towels
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SHARP ELECTRIC CO.

Best Wishes for continued success.

The Faith and Pride
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Congratulations on the completion of its new building.

Panola Motor Company

Lincoln

Havthorn's

Dry Goods

An Invitation

First National Bank

Open House

EC Cavanaugh

First National Bank

Visit us at the beautiful
First National Bank

In the new home of
West Bayard

The faith and pride you have

For continued success.
Best wishes.
New building.
Is evident in the beautiful
Shown in Panola County.

Congratulations to the employees of the
First National Bank.

On the Square
Hattiesburg,

3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday, January 1st, 1944

First National Bank

Open House

Are Invited

You
Congratulations!

The past 77 years, for their faith in the future, for their contribution in First National Bank, we want to congratulate you.

New Banking Laws in effect.

TRAVIS-CENTERED EXXON
More Years of Success

We wish you many years of service.

First National Bank

We would like to express our congratulations and appreciation to the

PAUL L. HAYWARD
Bank's Director

PAUL L. HAYWARD, INC.

Panama Insurance Agency, Inc.

Many more years of success.

We wish you one more National Bank of Commerce.

Schumacher
JOHNSON-MACC

Continued success for the

Best Wishes

The staff and board of directors

Bank's Directors
success four years of
more year of
We wish you many
of congratulations!
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